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Founders of Innermost launch Innermost Plus: 
Lighting, Furniture, Bespoke. 

Since its launch in 1999, Innermost has always collaborated with unique brands to bring 
customers the best design. That remains its goal today. 

Innermost has always had an innovative approach to lighting and furniture design. Founded 
in London and working with designers from all over the world, Steve Jones and Russell 
Cameron have created a diverse brand, making products of the absolute highest quality.  

The company has followed its original philosophy, and today offers one of the best selections 
of design-led lighting in the UK, as well as a growing range of furniture.  

With the launch of Innermost Plus, the original manufacturing skills and the innovative 
Innermost own brand will remain, and new, complimentary, brands will be welcomed to the 
fold alongside it. 

Innermost co-founder Steve Jones commented: “Over the coming months, we will be adding 
some really exciting brands to our collection, as we become the sole UK distributors for them 
in both decorative and technical lighting. Our aim is to bring innovation and interest to inspire 
our UK customers and now there is no design area we can’t cater for.” 

The new brands will be stocked at the Innermost Plus modern distribution centre and factory 
in Telford, which has facilities for bespoke finishing and assembly. 

“We will stock all the brands from our European partners here in the UK to avoid the delays 
that many have been struggling with since Brexit,” said Steve. “Our facilities for bespoke 
finishing and assembly will mean that imported brands will have the same tailoring resources 
as our own creations. 

“Innermost Plus isn’t just providing a product, we combine supply with supportive advice, 
tailored solutions and great after sales service. We’re here for design and here for our 
clients.”  

For more information or sales enquiries please visit www.innermost.net or contact a member 
of our team on info@innermost.net / 020 7620 1808. 
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